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Abstract
Surface mine production scheduling and sequencing are used to maximize the expected profit and investment
returns from mining operations. The pit geometries and expansion rates, and the periodic volume of materials from
different benches in a multi-bench, multi-face open pit mine determine the equipment requirements, which impact the
maximized pit value. Under such regimes, fast, accurate and repeatable estimation of pit volumes are required for
just-in-time (JIT) production decisions. The analytical geometric volume calculations require time lags that prevent
rapid information for JIT decisions. The introduction of the novel At-Face-Slurry (AFS) oil sands method require fast,
accurate and repeatable pit volume estimation using continuous flow process. The first part of this paper shows how
partial differential equations (PDEs) and geometric techniques were used in modeling material volume, as well as pit
layout changes with circular and elliptical geometries of an oil sands mine. The second part contains the economic
analysis on the current mining system (CMS) and the cyclic excavator conveyor belt control system (CycEx CBCS).
A continuous flow process via PDEs was used to model material volume, as well as pit layout changes with
circular and elliptical geometries of an oil sands mine and compared with analytical geometric methods. PDEs were
used in the modeling due to the continuous nature of the changes in the volumes of the pits with time. The geometric
and PDEs values are similar for the pit configurations. This work represents the first successful attempt at using PDE
in geometric calculations for open pit mines. The economic analysis shows that the NPV of the current mining system
(CMS) is $3.2×1010 while that for the cyclic excavator conveyor belt control system (CycEx CBCS) is $4.06×1010. The
Profitability Index (PI) for the CMS and CycEx CBCS options are 19.37 and 43.37 respectively. The IRR of the CMS
option is 29.02% while that of the CycEx CBCS option is 33.37%. The DPBP for the CMS and CycEx CBCS options
are 3.24 months and 1.92 months, respectively. The CMS option has an operating cost of $1.386/tonne ($2.774/
barrel) while that of the CycEx CBCS option is $0.779/tonne ($1.558/barrel). The requirement for a fast, accurate
and repeatable process for generating pit volumes is met by using PDEs.

Introduction
Surface mine production scheduling and sequencing can be
challenging due to the fact that most open pit mines work with multiple
benches and often involve the simultaneous excavation of both ore
and waste from a number of working faces [1-4]. These production
schedules and plans are used to maintain and maximize the expected
profit [5]; to determine the future investment in mining; to optimize
return on investment; to evaluate alternative investment options; and
to conserve and develop the pit resources [6]. The pit geometries and
expansion rates, and the periodic volume of materials from different
benches in a multi-bench, multi-face open pit mine determine the
equipment requirements, which impact the maximized pit value.
Under such regimes, fast, accurate, and repeatable estimation of pit
volumes are required for just-in-time (JIT) production decisions [7].
The analytical geometric volume calculations require time lags that
prevent rapid information for JIT decisions. The introduction of the
novel AFS oil sands method provide fast, accurate and repeatable pit
volume estimation using continuous flow process.
Most open pit cross-sections are either circular or elliptical.
Geometric calculations and PDEs were employed to accurately
determine the volumes of materials excavated in these pits. The pit
dimensions are expanded and deepened by lateral and longitudinal
incremental pushbacks. Materials handling is mainly by discrete or
continuous flow units and processes. Discrete materials loading and
haulage systems are predominantly used in open pit mines because
they allow high flexibility in planning and scheduling of operations and
easily cope with the frequent changes in the pit configuration. As open
pit layouts expand, equipment cycle times and haulage costs increase,
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resulting in lower production rates and system efficiencies. Thus,
there is a need for cheaper mining and haulage systems for ensuring
optimum profitability. Bulk materials transport systems, such as belt
conveyors and hydraulic transport systems offer lower operating costs.
They are also versatile with practically unlimited range of capacities and
are increasingly being employed in the bulk transportation of materials
in large surface mines. They offer competitive economic advantages
over cyclic materials handling systems.
The novel AFS system will take advantage of the lower unit
operating costs, higher payload-dead weight ratio, and higher
efficiencies of continuous transport systems by extending the transport
systems to production faces. The face shovel in the AFS system will
be linked to the treatment plant by mobile trains using either hoppercrusher-belt conveyor wagons-slurry facility or hopper-crusher-slurry
facility-flexible/fixed pipeline system. Thus, the excavation, crushing
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and slurry process will be done at the face before being pumped to the
treatment plant. The AFS system will introduce a unique set of mine
design layout, configuration, and ergonomic challenges by allowing the
mobile train of flexible pipelines or conveyor belt systems to adapt to
the production face dynamics.
The shovel-truck system, referred to as the current mining system
(CMS), is widely used in most surface mines. CMS comprises shovels
as the primary loaders with diesel-powered dump trucks that are
dispatched or allocated to each excavator. The loaded trucks transport
the materials to dump sites at the crusher-slurry facility or to the
waste dump site. The system comprises discrete loading and haulage
units whose outputs are characterized by their cycle times. Due to
its flexibility, mobility, and resale value, truck haulage is the favored
method for moving both ore and waste in open pit mines [8].
The CycEx CBCS comprises a shovel, a crawler-mounted mobile
crusher, belt conveyor wagons, a mixing tower and a slurry facility. The
shovel loads its materials into a crawler-mounted hopper located at the
face. Apron feeders transfer the materials to sizers then into double
roll crushers for size reduction. The crushed materials will be sized
and conveyed on a train of crawler-mounted belt conveyor wagons to
a surge facility from which apron feeders will transport it to a slurry
facility. The oil sands slurry is transported through the main hydrotransport system (HTS) to the main processing plant [9,10]. The slurry
unit is also fed from multi-bench, multi-face mining and materials flow
system. This ensures continuous flow of materials from the cyclical
shovels to the slurry unit. The aim is to meet the required production
targets, and avoid downtimes of the slurry unit because of a problem at
any of the mining faces.
Different combinations of equipment can be used in a mine to
achieve the desired production targets. However, some equipment
combinations and their operating times result in lower unit operating
costs and higher system efficiencies than others. The main objectives of
this study include:

Dynamics of circular pit geometry material volume
The volume of a frustum (Figure 1), assuming a right circular conical
cross-section, with radii a0 and a1 at the top and bottom respectively and
a bench height, H, is given by equation 1 [12,7].
V =

πH
3

2
 3a (a − k ) + k 
 o o


		

(1)

where k=H/tanθ
But a1=a0–H/tanθ=a0–k. Thus the volume of materials excavated
from the circular frustum in figure 1 may be expressed as in equation 2.
V=

πH

3a o ( a o - k ) + k 2  		
3 

(2)

Assuming that mining on subsequent benches begins when pit
radius on previous bench has advanced by a minimum distance of
B+H/tanθ, then the change in volume of the frustum between the
ith and jth incremental pushback, mined on the nth bench is given by
equation 3 [13].

( ∆V ) =πH∆x[(2ao+(i+j)∆x–k)2(n–1)(k+B)]		
'
n ij

(3)

Dynamics of elliptical pit geometry material volume
Figure 2 shows a pit with an elliptical cross-section. If an incremental
pushback is taken, then the change in volume of the ellipsoid can be
obtained using solid geometry. If the dimensions of the major and
minor axes at the top of frustum in Figure 2 are 2a0 and 2b0 respectively,
while those of the ellipse at a depth of one bench height, H, are 2a1 and
2b1 respectively, then the volume of the elliptical frustum is given by
equation 4.

i) Development of mathematical models governing the evolution of
the surface mine layouts associated with the current mining system and
the novel AFS methods.
ii) Geometric calculations of material flow from an oil sands mine
with circular and elliptical pit shapes.
iii) Comparative analysis of production-economic functions of the
CMS and CycEx CBCS options.
The next paragraph contains the mathematical models that capture
the evolution of the pit layout configuration. PDEs were used in the
modeling due to the continuous nature of the changes in the volumes
of the pits with time. Geometric estimation of pit layouts and a
comparative economic analysis of the CMS and CycEx CBCS options
are presented in the following paragraphs.

Figure 1: Frustum on First Bench with Radii a0 and a1.

Dynamic geometric models
The dynamic evolution of AFS layouts and material flow from
multi-bench, multi-face pit configurations are presented for the CMS
and CycEx CBCS options. Solid geometry and PDEs are used to model
and analyze the continuous flow of materials by volume. The volume
of materials generated by incremental changes in the pit dimensions
are calculated by a combination of the frustum methods and parabolic
partial differential equations [7,11]
J Powder Metall Min
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Figure 2: Elliptical Pit Section with one Incremental Pushback, ∆x.
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V=

πH

( a o b o + a1b1 ) + (a o b o a1b1 )0.5 
3 

(4)

Thus, equation 5 expresses the volume of materials excavated from
the elliptical frustum in terms of a0 and b0.
V = π H 2a obo - k(a o + bo - k) + a obo (a o - k)(bo - k) 
3

(5)

If an incremental pushback, ∆x, is taken along both the major and
minor axes, then the radii of the top and bottom ellipses increase by the
same amount. The new volume of the frustum is given by equation 6.
V1' =


2(a o + ∆x )(b o + ∆x ) - k (a o + b o + 2∆x - k )

πH 


3 
0 .5 
+ (a o + ∆x )(b o + ∆x ) × {(a o + ∆x - k )(b o + ∆x - k )} 

(6)

For n incremental pushbacks, the new volume of an elliptical pit is
given by equation 7.
Vn' =

2(a o + n∆x )(b o + n∆x ) - k (a o + b o + 2n∆x - k )


πH 


3 
0 .5 
+ (a o + n∆x )(b o + n∆x ) × {(a o + n∆x - k )(b o + n∆x - k )} 

(7)

Equation 8 gives the change in volume of the elliptical frustum, ∆V,
from one incremental pushback to the next.
∆V=Vn–Vn-1			

(8)

Continuous-time bench material flow model
In general, the shape of the pit changes with time as mining is carried
out on various benches. To find the rate of change in the volume of the
pit when the incremental pushbacks are taken in only one direction, it is
necessary to employ continuous time formulation to model the changes
in pit volume. Using the chain rule, the rate of change in the volume
of the pit with circular and elliptical cross-sections in any direction
with time are determined by partial differentiation of the volume with
respect to the dimensions of the pit (i.e. a0, b0, H and k).

Thus, given the values of a0, b0, H, k and θ, the rate of change in
volume of either the circular frustum or the elliptical frustum with time
can be calculated using equations 10 and 11 respectively.

Multi-Face, Multi-Bench Material Flow Dynamics
The daily production target is 262,000 tonnes at a stripping ratio of
1.1:1 (on a ton-ton basis). Thus, for every tonne of ore mined, 1.1 tonnes
of waste are removed from the pit. The thickness of the deposit averages
60 m. The height and slope of a bench are 13 m and 50⁰, respectively.
The geometric and parabolic PDEs equations were modeled in Matlab
and executed to determine the pit volumes and expansion rates with
elliptical and spherical geometries for evaluating the performance of
CSM and CycEx CBCS in the different pit configurations.
Figure 3 is a 3D pit layout with three benches. Figure 4 is a solid
3D layout of the faces of a circular pit after taking 10 incremental
pushbacks of 10 m each. The initial pit radius in Figure 4 is 80 m while
the final pit diameter at the top is 381.82 m after taking 10 pushbacks on
bench 1. The spaces in between the colored circular frustums show the
voids created after each pushback. The pit limits are reached when the
radius of the pit reaches the shortest length of the property boundaries.
In this case the calculations are terminated when the radius of the pit
is 3,000 m.
Figure 5 is a 3D view of an elliptical pit after 10 incremental
pushbacks each of 10 m in thickness. The initial pit dimensions are 328
m×208 m while the final pit diameter at the top is 549.82 m×431.82
m on bench 1. The pit limits are reached when the pit dimensions
along the minor axis reach the boundary conditions. In this case the
calculations are terminated when the initial length of the minor axes of
the elliptical cross-section is 3,000 m.

Circular pit geometry
Applying the chain rule to the volume of a circular frustum, in
equation 2, results in equation 9.
dV
∂a
π
∂H πH
∂k
= πH ( 2a o − k ) × o + ( 3a o2 − 3a o k + k 2 ) ×
+
( 2k − 3a o ) ×
dt
∂t
3
∂t
3
∂t

(9)

Since H, θ and the geotechnical parameters of the rock do not
change with time, ∂H/∂t=0, ∂θ/∂t=0 and ∂k/∂t=0, thus equation 9
simplifies to equation 10

dV
∂a 

= π H  2a o - k) × o  		
∂t 
dt


Figure 3: 3D View of a Circular Pit with 3 Benches.

(10)

Equation 10 shows that the rate of change in volume of a circularshaped pit is directly proportional to the rate of change of the radius of
the pit with time.

Elliptical pit geometry
A similar analysis for an elliptical frustum of volume given by
equation 5 gives the rate of change of the volume of an elliptical pit as
equation 11:

dV
=
dt





b-k
 ∂a
 πH  2b - k + 1 b {( a - k )( b - k )}0.5 + ab 

 ×
 3 
2 a
2  [ (a - k)(b - k)]0.5  ∂t







 ∂b
0.5
1 a
ab 
a-k
 πH 
×
0.5 
+ 3  2a-k + 2 b {( a - k )( b - k )} + 2 

(a
k)(b
k)
[
]




 ∂t
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Figure 4: 3D Circular Pit Faces after taking Incremental Pushbacks on
Bench #1.
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reserves along the major axis on these benches can then be mined later
and the volumes calculated using PDEs.
Figure 6 shows the respective rates of change of volume of the
circular pit at any given time using PDEs when the CMS and CycEx
CBCS options are used respectively. The volumes of ore that can be
mined from benches 1 to 3 of the circular pit using the CMS and CycEx
CBCS options are given in table 1. From figure 6, if the differential
volume expansion of the pit is known, then the excavation time can
be obtained from the x-axis or vice versa. It is determined from the
figure that the reserves on benches 1, 2 and 3 will be excavated after
about 69,600 hours (2,908.33 days), 67,500 hours (2,812.50 days) and
65,000 hours (2,708.33 days) respectively. The calculations also show
that the rate of increase in the pit dimensions was about 0.048 m/hr.
Figure 7 shows the initial AFS equipment layout in a circular pit for the
application of the CycEx CBCS option.

Figure 5: 3D View of Elliptical Pit Faces after Incremental Pushbacks.
Mining Option

Bench #1
Bench #2
Bench #3

Volumes
(m3×108)

Days

Time to Mine
Years

CMS

3.66

2,932.48

8.03

CBCS

3.65

2,924.53

8.01

CMS

3.44

2,758.25

7.56

CBCS

3.23

2,592.07

7.10

CMS

3.23

2,585.81

7.08

CBCS

2.84

2,279.59

6.25

Figure 8 shows the respective rates of change of the volume of an
elliptical pit at any given time when the CMS and CycEx CBCS options
are used respectively. It shows that the rate of change in the volume of
the elliptical pit is virtually the same irrespective of the type of mining
option. The geometric volumes of ore that can be extracted from the
elliptical frustum on benches 1 to 3 using the CMS and CycEx options
are given in table 2. From figure 8, the ore contained on benches 1, 2 and
3 will be extracted in 69,600 hours (2,900 days), 68,200 hours (2,841.67
days) and 65,100 hours (2,710 days) respectively. The dimensions of the
elliptical frustum on bench #1 will expand at the rate of 0.046 m/hr.
Figure 9 shows the initial AFS equipment layout in an elliptical pit for
the application of the CycEx CBCS option.

Table 1: Volume of materials excavated from Circular Pit.
Bench

Mining Option

Bench #1
Bench #2
Bench #3

Volumes
(m3×108)

Days

Time to Mine
Years

CMS

3.72

2,982.73

8.17

CBCS

3.73

2,989.51

8.19

CMS

3.50

2,807.02

7.69

CBCS

3.31

2,653.45

7.27

CMS

3.29

2,633.08

7.21

CBCS

2.91

2,334.02

6.39

5.00E+08
4.50E+08
4.00E+08

Table 2: Volume of materials excavated from Elliptical Pit

Table 1 summarizes the volume of ore excavated and times to
completely mine all the ore in a circular pit using CMS and CycEx
CBCS options on benches 1 to 3.

Volume Excavated (m3)

Bench

The results show that when the CMS option is used, the oil sands
reserves on bench #1 would be mined out in 8.03 years at the projected
production rate of 262,000 t/d. Detailed geometric calculations show
that it will take between 0.11 to 3.76 days to mine the ore materials
within each incremental pushback in all directions on bench #1. The
ore on benches 2 and 3 will be completely mined out in 7.56 years and
7.08 years respectively. Ore extraction from benches 2 and 3 are delayed
until enough space is available on the previous bench. Mining on bench
2 starts about 174 days after starting bench 1. As well, mining on bench
3 begins 172 days after mining has started on bench 2.

3.50E+08
3.00E+08
2.50E+08
2.00E+08
1.50E+08
1.00E+08
5.00E+07
0.00E+00
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

60000

70000

80000

Time (hr)
CMS

CBCS

Figure 6: Volume of Circular Pit vs. Time using CMS and CycEx CBCS.

Using the CycEx CBCS option, within a circular pit configuration,
geometric estimates show that the ore on benches 1 to 3 will be
completely mined out within 6.25 and 8.01 years. Mining on bench 2
starts about 332 days after bench 1. As well, mining on bench 3 begins
313 days after mining has started on bench 2.
Table 2 summarizes the results of the volumes excavated from
benches 1 to 3 and the times taken to mine all the ore in an elliptical pit.
The results show that it will take between 7.21 years and 8.17 years to
mine the materials from benches 1 to 3 using the CMS option. On the
other hand, it will take from 6.39 to 8.19 years to completely mine all the
ore on benches 1 to 3 using the CycEx CBCS method. The remaining
J Powder Metall Min
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Figure 7: Initial AFS Equipment Layout in a Circular Pit (Suglo, 2004).
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terminated when the boundary conditions along the minor axis or
shorter dimensions of the property boundaries are attained. The results
show that the PDE calculations tend to overestimate the volumes
excavated as the pit deepens (i.e. at the lower benches) relative to
geometric calculations. This may leave some reserves in the pit along
the major axis whose volume can be similarly determined using PDEs if
excavation is assumed to be taking place in only that direction.

5.00E+08
4.50E+08

Volume Excavated (m3)

4.00E+08
3.50E+08
3.00E+08
2.50E+08
2.00E+08
1.50E+08

Economic Analysis of Pit Mining Options

1.00E+08
5.00E+07
0.00E+00
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

60000

70000

80000

Time (hr)
CMS

CBCS

Figure 8: Elliptical Pit vs. Time using PDEs on Bench #1 for CMS and
CycEx CBCS Option.

Figure 9: Initial AFS Equipment Layout in an Elliptical Pit (Suglo, 2004).

Bench #1
Bench #2
Bench #3

Geometric
(days)

PDE
(days)

Ratio

CMS

2,934.25

2,908.33

1.01

CBCS

2,926.90

2,854.17

1.03

CMS

2,778.26

2,812.50

0.99

CBCS

2,615.68

2,600.00

1.01

CMS

2,630.10

2,708.33

0.97

CBCS

2,635.24

2,541.67

1.04

Average

In this study, one barrel of oil is obtained for every two tonnes of
ore. The collected data are processed using the stabilized probability
plot method and Best Fit [14]. The results show that the data closely fit
various statistical distributions [13,14]. The costs were assumed to vary
by ± 25% of their mean values. The Double Declining Balance (DDB)
method of depreciation is used at the mine. The depletion allowance is
taken as the minimum of 5% of gross revenue and 10% of Pre-Capital
Cost Allowance (PreCCA) while the average exchange rate of the US $
to the Canadian $ for the past 7 years was 1.03. Contingency allowance
is equivalent to 25% of the cost. A detailed economic analysis on the
CMS and CycEx CBCS options is carried out [15-19].

1.01
Table 3: Excavation Periods for Circular Pit Reserves.

Bench #1
Bench #2
Bench #3

Geometric
(days)

PDE
(days)

Ratio

CMS

2,984.33

2,900.00

1.03

CBCS

2,987.87

2,991.67

1.00

CMS

2,827.03

2,841.67

0.99

CBCS

2,673.50

2,780.50

0.96

CMS

2,677.58

2,710.00

0.99

CBCS

2,376.56

2,497.53

0.95

Average

Table 5 summarizes the results of the economic analysis conducted
on the two mining options. The results show that both mining options
are viable with high NPV (≥ $3.20×1010), PI (>19%) and IRR (>29.02%)
and extremely short discounted PBP (≤ 3.24 months). From table 5, the
CycEx CBCS option is clearly more economic than the CMS option. Its
NPV is 1.27 times that of the CMS option. The PI and IRR of the CycEx
CBCS option are respectively 2.24 and 1.13 times that of the CMS
option. As well, the CycEx CBCS option has almost half the DPBP of
the CMS option. Using a discount rate of 15%, the CycEx CBCS option
is clearly the better option.

0.99
Table 4: Excavation Periods for Elliptical Pit Reserves.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the required periods for mining all
the ore on benches 1 to 3 using geometric calculations and PDEs for
circular and elliptical pit configurations respectively. The results show
that the values from MATLAB geometric calculations are almost the
same as those obtained from PDEs for the different pit configurations.
Thus, PDEs may be successfully used in volume calculations to arrive
at the same values as obtained from geometric process. However,
calculations using PDEs for pit expansion in all directions are usually
J Powder Metall Min

The CMS and CycEx CBCS options have been economically
evaluated to assess their value and viability due to the associated high
capital investments and risks. Even though the cost of production
per tonne from the two options may be used to determine the better
option, it is much better to assess both options using the appropriate
evaluation economic criteria. It is also often necessary to assess the
effect of changes in the discount rate because with most new operations,
investors often apply high discount rates at the start of operations. Over
the years as more information is gathered and various parameters are
known to high levels of certainty, the discount rates may be reduced to
reflect the level of confidence in the project parameters. In addition,
it is also necessary to assess the impact of federal and state taxes on
the viability of projects at various tax levels. Due to the unpredictable
nature of mineral prices and other economic factors, as well as the
frequent changes in political regimes in some states and provinces,
project parameters have to be subjected to rigorous viability and risk
analyses to make risk-based decisions. Thus, comprehensive economic
and risk analyses are required for all the possible scenarios to ensure
proper comparison of the various mining options.

Table 6 summarizes the total operating costs of the CMS and CycEx
CBCS options. The results show that the CMS option has an operating
Profitability Measure

Mining Option
CMS

Ratio (CBCS/CMS)

CycEx CBCS

NPV ($1010)

3.20

4.06

1.27

PI

19.37

43.37

2.24

IRR (%)

29.02

33.37

1.15

DPBP (yr)

0.27

0.16

0.59

Surface Mining

Table 5: Economic Analysis of Mining Options.
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Type of Equipment

No. of
Units

Maintenance Cost
($×106)

Operator Cost
($/min)

Total No. Operators

Total Operator Cost
($×106)

Total Cost
($×106)

Trucks (360 t unit)

24

14.40

1.60

36

30.27

55.84

Shovel (O&K RH200)

6

22.80

2.20

18

20.81

54.52

Crusher

1

7.66

1.60

12

10.09

22.18

CMS Option

Total Operating Cost ($×106)

13.25 ± 2.26

Operating Cost per tonne ($/tonne)

1.386 ± 0.07

CycEx CBCS Option
No. of
Units

Maintenance Cost
($×106)

Operator Cost
($/min)

Total No. Operators

Total Operator Cost
($×106)

Total Cost
($×106)

Belt conveyor wagons (20 m)

18

6.75

1.6

9

7.57

17.90

Mobile transfer conveyor

2

2.94

1.6

6

5.05

9.98

Hydrotransport Pipelines

1

0.15

1.6

6

5.05

6.49

Shovel (O&K RH200)

6

3.80

2.2

12

13.87

22.09

Mobile Crusher & Slurrification unit

1

1.80

1.6

15

12.61

18.02

Type of Equipment

Total Operating Costs ($×106)

74.49 ± 4.66

Operating Cost per tonne ($/tonne)

0.779 ± 0.023
Table 6: Summary of Operating Costs of CMS and CycEx CBCS Options.

cost of $1.39/tonne ($2.78/barrel) while that of the CycEx CBCS option
is $0.78/tonne ($1.56/barrel). Thus the unit operating cost of the CMS
option is about 1.78 times that of the CycEx CBCS option. This means
that it is cheaper for oil sands mining companies to adapt the CycEx
CBCS option as against the CMS to increase project profitability.

Conclusions
Mathematical models have been formulated to capture the
evolution of the surface mine layouts. Geometric calculations and
PDEs have been used to determine the pit volumes and expansion rates
of pits with elliptical and spherical geometries. PDEs were used in the
modeling due to the continuous nature of the changes in the volumes
of the pits with time. The excavation periods for the ore contained
in benches 1 to 3 using the CMS and CycEx CBCS options were also
computed. The results show that the calculated values from geometric
calculations using Matlab are almost the same as those obtained from
PDEs for different pit configurations. Thus PDEs may be successfully
used in volume calculations to yield the same values as geometric
estimates. However, calculations using PDEs for pit expansion in all
directions are usually terminated when the boundary conditions along
the minor axis or shorter dimensions of the property boundaries are
attained. The results of the economic analysis show that both the current
mining system which involves shovels and trucks and the conceptual
AFS option, the cyclic excavator conveyor belt control system (CycEx
CBCS), are viable with higher NPV values (≥ $3.20×1010), PI (>19%)
and IRR (>29.02%) and extremely short DPBP (≤ 3.24 months). Thus,
the CycEx CBCS option is more economically viable than the CMS
option. Its NPV is 1.27 times that of the CMS option. The PI and IRR of
the CycEx CBCS option are respectively 2.24 and 1.13 times that of the
CMS option. As well, the CycEx CBCS option has almost half the DPBP
of the CMS option. The CMS option has an operating cost of $1.386/
tonne ($2.774/barrel) while that of the CycEx CBCS option is $0.779/
tonne ($1.558/barrel). Thus the unit operating cost of the CMS option
is about 1.78 times that of the CycEx CBCS option. These results show
that the CycEx CBCS option is clearly the better option for mining
companies working on oil sands deposits to invest in.
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